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President’s Corner
Hello, all!  Looks like we have found an-
other good place to hold our meetings,
Austin Hardwoods.  Thanks to Bruce and
his store. Bruce has a good selection of
wood on hand, and I must add he has a
very nice shop at the same location.
Most of you do not know, but Bruce is a
member from way back when. He had
joined our club back in 1986 or 87. We
are glad to have him back with us again.
Thanks, Bruce, for the use of your store
and we hope to see you again soon.

A little on Texas Turn or Two

What a great turn out GCWA had! Two
of our members took some pictures and
brought them to the meeting last month.
Robert Frost put a large stack on the
table for members to pick up. (I got
mine!) Thanks Robert.

We must of had 30 people and their
spouses at TTT this year, which makes
GCWA look really good. We also looked
good when our own David Berry, Luna
Ford, Tom Irven and Max Wohlgemuth
did a really fine job in making sure their
programs went on without a hitch. Guys:
job well done.

I should also thank all the members who
helped with clean up and moving equip-
ment to-and-from TTT.

We have so much talent in this Club! It is
nice to be able to look over the group at
any meeting and see all the resources.
This is what makes GCWA one of the
largest and best Clubs not only in Texas,
but in the US.

Thanks all. I’m looking forward to next
year.

-- Bobby Bridges

Secretary’s Report
Once again circumstances prevented
me from making the October meeting,
but thanks to Helen Young, I have the

information on the winners of the show
and tell.

In the Beginners category, Sandy How-
ell won all three places.  Sorry I don’t
have any information on the turned
pieces, but congratulations anyway.

In the Intermediate class, Chuck Garrett
won 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, a lidded bowl on
a stand, an Osage orange hollow ves-
sel, and an oak hollow vessel.  Chuck
also won a Special Award for a bowl with
inlay.

In the Advanced group, 1st place went
to Thomas Irven for a group of four
boxes.  No 2nd or 3rd places were
awarded.

In the turned from one piece category,
1st was a platter on a raised base, by
Jose Berrios.  2nd place went to Bill
Berry for an eccentric turning.  3rd place
to Thomas Irven for a box with lid.  No
best of show was given.  I have no in-
formation on who the judges were, but
many thanks to you all.

No raffle bring back pieces were brought
for this meeting, so those are due at the
next meeting!!!

-- Carl Blair

November Program
Jose Berrios Featured Demonstrator

The turning presentation for the Novem-
ber meeting will feature Jose Berrios.
Jose is a very skillful turner and will be
sharing his skills and techniques with
you.

Future Programs

I need your input for topics for future
programs.  The demos and programs
are to benefit you as a member please
tell me what you want to see.  E-Mail me
bberry2301@aol.com, talk to me at the
meeting, or call me 281.479.8073.

-- Bill Berry

GCWA is affiliated with the American
Association of Woodturners.  GCWA
meetings are usually held at 9:00 a.m.
on the 3rd Saturday of each month.
Check the last page for our Calendar of
Events.  Annual dues are $18.  Dues
may be mailed to Helen Young, 2502
Esther Ave., Pasadena TX
77502-3239.  Make your check pay-
able to GCWA or Gulf Coast Woodturn-
ers Association.
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Turning Bottoms
Have you ever picked up a bowl and
seen screw holes or other evidence of
how the piece was attached to the lathe?
The quality of a turned piece can be
greatly enhanced if there is no evidence
of how it was mounted.  Here are two
quick and easy methods for turning and
finishing the bottoms of bowls:

1. The 2x6 Method.  When you are
ready to finish the bottom of your turning,
remove it from the lathe and get a piece
of 2x6 that is a couple of inches longer
than the outside diameter of your turn-
ing.  Mount and center the 2x6 on a face
plate.  Using a parting tool, turn a recess
in the 2x6 into which the turning will fit
snugly (this cannot be a loose fit).  The
best thing is to turn it small at first and
test fit until you reach the correct size.
Gently press the turning into the recess
and secure it with masking tape

2. The Foam Pad Method.   When
turning your bowl, leave a tenon at the
bottom (at least ½ inch long).  You will
then sandwich the turning between the
tail stock and the sanding pad which is
being held in a Jacob's chuck (see dia-
gram).  Do not use too much pressure or
the tenon may split.  Turn and finish the
bottom as desired and then start turning

the tenon down as much as possible
without it breaking it off.  Take the bowl
off the lathe, and remove the tenon
completely with a sharp chisel.  If nec-
essary, use fine sandpaper for touch up.

-- Scott Luhnau

(diagram by Bill Berry)

For Sale
6-1/2 x 21 lathe.  Includes shop-built
stand, 4-speed pulley, and motor, $65.
Located in Southwest Houston.  Jacob
Schulzinger, 713.776.9063.

Jerry Murrey has power tools for sale.
Call 281.286.7727.
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Dear Jet
(I really did send this letter to Jet Manu-
facturing, especially for two reasons: A) I
think our Spring Retreat would be a pre-
miere site for Jet to demo what they’ve
got. And, B) I am selfishly in need of a
bigger lathe, but can’t afford what’s out
there. Wish us (me) luck! -MRP)

Greetings, I’m writing to beg you to come
out with a new “maxi” lathe. I really do
believe there’s a market out here, and
I’m seriously hoping you’ll do it. In fact,
this letter is to invite you to the Gulf Coast
Woodturner’s Spring Retreat, which will
be next May, to show off the prototype for
your “will-be” wood lathe. More on that,
later.

About me -- I got one of your 1236’s
two-plus years ago, and use it as an avid
amateur about 10-18 hours per week.
Good lathe, but small. I also arranged for
my Church to buy one of your mini’s last
month, for some guys to make pens as a
fundraiser. Great little lathe! I’ve owned a
Record mini-lathe, which was a poor
purchase decision.

I’m the editor for the Gulf Coast
Woodturner’s newsletter, and I’m trying
to become knowledgeable about the
needs of our members. We have a
bunch of Jet folks, but a surprising num-
ber of Woodfast owners, and at least a
dozen members who have --or have or-
dered-- full size OneWay’s. We have one
member with a OneWay mini. Our folks
know about, and are buying, quality
equipment.

I’ve also watched as the Gulf Coast
Woodturner’s group has grown rapidly in
the last couple of years. Woodturning is
an increasingly hot topic. And now, of all,
you need to come out with a bigger lathe!
Especially as all those mini owners want
to move up.

Here’s my pitch: I’m the Chairman for our
3rd Annual GCWA Spring Retreat, which
is next May. And I think this would be a
DANDY place for you to show off the
prototype of your new “maxi” lathe. Seri-
ously! We’ll have 60-90 dedicated
woodturners who will attend a hands-on
weekend. Many will be mini owners, who
will attend to take the next step in
learning techniques and skills. Our in-
structors will be local pros.

And I truly believe it would be a great
place to show off your ideas, and get
people to thinking “Jet.”  Right now,
there’s nothing that’s really worth buying
(in my humble opinion) between your Jet

1236 ($550) and a Woodfast ($2,900).
That’s a HUGE price/value gap. Nova?
Nah, not big enough. A used Delta, one
of the big ones? I don’t think so.
Conover? Nope. The market is ready for
a new wood lathe, and it may as well
come from Jet.

What I would love to see is:

-- Of first importance: An AC variable
speed motor with decent controls, pref-
erably 1 1/2 hp. Access to 220volt
shouldn’t be a big problem for people
who want this lathe. OneWay has proved
that DC motors are second rate. Our
GCWA guys will be skeptical, so its got to
have plenty of power when they try it out.
Please, oh please, get the motor right!

-- At least 16” capacity over the bed, but
why not surprise the world with an 18”?

-- Have the head stock fixed in place.
The Powermatic looks good on paper,
but very few good words were said over
them at the recent Texas Turn or Two.
You lose as much as you gain by having
a moveable head stock.

-- Rock-solid design. Keep giving us
heavy cast iron or steel. The tail stock
can’t have slop in the ways.

-- Great bearings. OneWay’s cartridge-
type bearings are great selling points. At
least make yours massive and of high
precision.

-- Price? I’d pay $1,500 for this lathe in a
heartbeat.

So, will you accept my invitation to join us
in May at our Retreat?!! I would be de-
lighted to send more information, and I
would welcome the opportunity to give
this pitch to someone else at Jet.

Looking forward to hearing from you, I
remain,

Faithfully,
-- Murray Powell

Treasurer’s Apology
Finally all bank deposits have been
made, and AAW dues have been sent,
too.  I apologize for any inconvenience
this has caused you.

During the summer, my stepdaughter
grew sicker and sicker.  Two surgeries
later, she was diagnosed with cancer.
She is improving, and the doctors expect
her to fully recover. Your continued
prayers would be appreciated.  She has
two sons, age eight and nine, that need
their mother.

-- Helen Young

Escoulen Visit
On September 16, twenty members of
GCWA were treated to an all-day work-
shop at The Cutting Edge with noted
French turner, Jean-François Escoulen.
Although known internationally for his
avant-gard boxes, multi-axis and sculp-
tural turnings, Jean-François is also a
skilled production turner. Our apprecia-
tion of the demonstration was greatly
aided by the contributions of Nathalie
Huttin from Alliance Français, who
translated for Jean-François from
French into English, and by Stacey
Hager of the Austin club, who translated
into Texican.

Jean-François grew up in a tiny village of
Puy St. Martin (pop. 600), where his 77
year old father is still the village turner,
making literally hundreds of chair legs
and stairway balustrades each month. In
fact, he says that his father continues to
get up each morning at dawn and turn
100 chairs legs, because he has done
this every day for the past 55 years.

Jean-François began his demonstration
by showing us his revolutionary ball-&-
socket chuck.  He first turned a small
sculptural eccentric piece, followed by a
multi-axis box. He then demonstrated
the turning of the ‘tremblor’, an extremely
thin spindle. Jean-François has a trem-
blor in his house that is 5 ft. tall and no
thicker than a horse’s hair in some sec-
tions. The preferred tool for the tremblor
is the ancient French tool, the ‘bedan’.
The bedan is essentially a skew, but with
a single long bevel. The name comes
from the French for the nose of an ass or
donkey (go figure, those French!). We all
got a chance to try the bedan under
Jean-François’ tutelage, and I believe
the tool was actually named for the ex-
pression of the novice turner who first
tries to use it: “Well, I’ll Bedan!”

This demonstration by Jean-François is
the first of many I hope will be cospon-
sored by The Cutting Edge and GCWA.
The knowledge afforded to us by visiting
turners cannot be over estimated. For a
few dollars we were able to spend hours
with a skill compatriot who, like most
turners the world over, was more than
anxious to share all of his skills with us. I
look forward to seeing more of you at
these workshops in the future.

-- © Steve LeGrue, 1998
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Turning Design
It is important that design for turnings be
drawn accurately before the wood is
placed in the lathe.  All too often, design
principles are overshadowed because at-
tention is concentrated on tool manipula-
tion and machine operation.  Demonstra-
tions have proven that skills may be taught
properly and easily when using well-
designed work, as easily in fact, as when
using the “no design” system of allowing
the turnings to assume shapes just as the
turning chisels happen to be placed.

Function

During the time a project is being planned,
do not rely on chance for a good design.  It
rarely happens.  First, determine the
function, select the proper sizes for mate-
rials, then consider all of the other factors
in developing a sound and pleasing design
which is suitable to the function.  Under-
standably, not all turning design needs to
be covered with beads and coves.  Sim-
plicity should be paramount.

Proportion

Remember that the relationship of one di-
mension to another, or the ratios of one
mass to another as used within the idea, is
included in the definition of pleasing pro-
portion.  Turning design is unique in that
the number of specific, but loosely defined
rules can, and should, be applied in de-
veloping good proportion within the total
planning.

The Curve of Force

The curve of force is one of the names
applied to the curved line as used by de-
signers through the ages.  Other names
are also used when describing pleasing
curves - Beautiful Curve and Rhythmic
Curve - however, the name Curve of force
is used most often.  An illustration of such
a curve is seen in nature through the arc of
a long, wet blade of grass - or the graceful
droop of a willow branch.

In creating the Curve of Force, the fol-
lowing rules should make the process
easier.

1. The Beautiful Curve must unfold
rhythmically, as in a snail shell.

2. The Curve of Force must have con-
stant variety and continuity as it un-
folds.

3. The Rhythmic Curve is composed of
dominant and minor elements

4. The beautiful Curve should have NO
straight segment, nor any part of a
compass arc along its entire length.

5. The reverse curve, sometimes called
the “S” curve is composed of two seg-
ments of the curve of force connected
in opposition.  The reverse curve is
more beautiful when one bend curls
more quickly than the other.

6. Avoid connecting more than two curve
segments without using transitional
connectors.

Transitional Connectors

A straight or curved line used to connect
opposing forces or curves of force to unify
direction from one orientation to another.

The Ellipsoid

The egg, in addition to being a very satis-
factory “Packaging device” has been con-
sidered by designers over the years to be
a more pleasing shape than the sphere
because it entails the curve of force.  It
also possesses a relationship of good
proportion between width and length.  An
ellipsoid or “egg shape” does not lend it-
self to just any design, but it has been
adapted into shapes which are deemed
pleasing.

It is not necessary to look far to see parts
of designs incorporating ellipses, for in-
stance, the traditional vase or urn shape
with an open top and an added pediment
(foot) for support.  Or the Fabergé collec-
tion.

Turning Design Rules

Design execution for turnings should fol-
low the basic rules for using curves of
force.  Restrict the number of overall di-
ameter measurements; normally, a turn-
ing design is more interesting by far when
the total number of diameters is held to
three.  Secondly, the curve of force should
be used when developing designs, and
the proportional aspects of shapes should
retain grace and stability.  During the de-
signing process, the following criteria may

be used as a checklist to aid in the work of
developing pleasing designs for lathe
work.

1. Use combinations of the curve of
force properly.  Apply coves, beads,
shoulders and breaks.  Have no wig-
gle line designs.

2. Avoid a confusion of transitional con-
nectors, beads, and coves.  Develop
long curve forms.

3. Limit the number of diameters.  Three
works well for most.  Use tapered di-
ameters where applicable.

4. Design using repeats, reverses, and
variations.

A pleasing design for turning is one that
grows from the pediment or base in a
graceful, shapely series of beautiful
curves, interrupted tastefully with beads,
coves, or other breaks to achieve unity of
purpose and continuity.

-- Thomas Irven

End Grain Tearout
The end grain is the most difficult area of
the bowl to cut cleanly. The solution is one
of two approaches to minimize tearing,
followed by power sanding.

The first approach is to cleanly cut the
wood, keeping firm and full bevel contact.
If you have trouble with the bowl gouge on
the outside, try a 1/2” spindle gouge. Any
time your bevel is off the wood you are not
cutting but scraping, which can tear the
fibers.

The second approach is, in fact, scraping-
but on purpose. Use a bowl scraper on
the inside. Make sure it has a good burr
and that you scrape above centerline,
starting at the center of the vessel and
working outwards. This is a finesse tool,
so take it easy. As you go through the
transition from the floor to the wall,
change to a shear scraping motion where
the scraper is held at a 20-40 degree an-
gle to the horizontal, tilted to the left.

For the outside try a shear-scraping
technique (this can only be done with a
side-ground bowl gouge!) Hold the gouge
with the gullet facing the wood and the
handle below the tool rest. Only the bot-
tom flute of the gullet touches the wood.
Drag the gouge towards you, small di-
ameter to large (i.e. bottom of bowl to
rim).

-- © Steve LeGrue
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Calendar of Events
November 17, 1998 ~ 7:00 PM ~ Execu-
tive Board Meeting @ The Cutting Edge,
7123 Southwest Fwy, 713.981.9228

November 21, 1998 ~ 9:00 AM ~ Wood-
craft, Hollister Pointe Center, 13155
Northwest Freeway, Houston TX  77040.
Phone 713.690.8508.

December 7, 1998 ~ 7:00 PM. First
Monday @ The Cutting Edge, 7123
Southwest Fwy, 713.981.9228.  (First
Monday gatherings are sponsored by
GCWA to promote woodturning. Unlike
our Saturday meetings, there is no “for-
mal” program or judging of pieces -- just
turning. -MRP)

December 19, 1998 ~ 9:00 AM ~ Deer
Park High School, North Campus (David
Berry).

Executive Committee

President Bobby Bridges 713.473.6491 WWBOB@aol.com
Vice President Thomas Irven 713.666.6881 kirven@tenet.edu
Secretary Carl Blair 713.946.6344  
Treasurer Helen Young 713.475.2940 helen@orbitworld.net
Past President Bill Berry 281.479.8073 bberry2301@aol.com
Board Member Dale Barrack 281.358.8529 rdbarrack@shellus.com
Board Member Boyce Gahagan 281.446.1590  
Editor Murray Powell 713.682.2810 mpowell@wantabe.com
Librarian Ernie Thornton 713.534.0559  

This Month
November 21, 1998 ~ 9:00 AM ~ Woodcraft, Hollister Pointe Center, 13155 Northwest
Freeway, Houston TX  77040.  Phone 713.690.8508.

The turning presentation for the November meeting will feature Jose Berrios.  Jose is a very skillful
turner and will be sharing his skills and techniques with you.




